Comfort women were sexual slaves of the Japanese military during World War II. Comfort women was a practice that is hard to comprehend, and its profound inhumanity is impossible to accept. Eun-Kyung Suh's "Tom from Home" exhibition tells the heart-rendering stories of these women in a most sensitive and quiet way, so we are able to take a step closer to understanding the lives of these brave women. Our instinct is to pull away when confronted with the raw emotion of these stories, but because of Suh's compassion and artistic brilliance, there is a safe place for us to enter.

Teenage girls were "tom from home," kidnapped by Japanese soldiers and operatives. Many were deceived into believing they were going to work in Japanese factories where they could make lots of money to help support their families, but instead, they were forced to be sexual slaves in what were called "comfort stations." The comfort stations were set up to conduct the war "efficiently" by providing Japanese soldiers' "comfort." and to prevent venereal disease among the soldiers. These stations, run from 1932 to the end of the war in 1945, were located at 2,000 Japanese military bases across Asia. The women were taken from Korea, China, Taiwan, Philippines, Vietnam, Burma, Indonesia, Malaysia, East Indies and Japan. Of the estimated 80,000 to 200,000 women who were forced into sexual slavery, half of them were Korean according to Yoshiaki Yoshimi, a Japanese historian and comfort women researcher. Two-thirds did not survive the war. If the comfort women survived the bombing, beating, starvation, disease and horrific sexual abuse while imprisoned in the comfort stations, they came home to rejection from their families and society. Often barren because of the sexual abuse and diseases, they had little chance to start a new family of their own. In addition to the long-term physical damage, these women suffered severe post-traumatic stress. Forced to live impoverished lives without any support of country or family, their suffering continued.

In the early 1990s, more than 45 years after the war ended, the first South Korean woman came forward and requested a formal apology from the Japanese government and compensation for the thousands of victims. Although the Japanese Chief Cabinet Secretary Yohei Kono made a personal apology in 1993, the government has not taken responsibility for these crimes against women. The struggle continues to this day.

Today, only about 50 of the 239 women who publicly acknowledged their experiences are alive in South Korea. In her work We Survivors, images of these women, wrapped in warm, yellow, silk organza boxes, express Suh's deep compassion and support for each of them. Peering out from the boxes, their faces connect us to their lives in an intimate and powerful way. The testimonials of these women tear at your heart with their recollections of the brutal treatment they had to endure while enslaved in the comfort stations. In her work Silent Scream, Suh finds a profound and beautiful way to protect and shelter these women's stories, which have been hidden away for decades. The stories are printed on silk organza and sewn into the interior of geometric boxes floating on the wall. These boxes fit precisely together to form rings that begin unbroken and progressively break apart, spilling out their stories as they move across the room. Just as the secret stories of these women's lives had been kept enclosed for decades, they now are slowly coming open. The complete rings begin white and as the rings break apart, they become increasingly gray, and we are able to see the tragic stories revealed.

Suh is inspired by an ancient Korean traditional fiber art form, bojagi. "Bojagi is the cloth used to wrap, store, carry or protect everything from precious ritual objects to everyday clothes and common household belongings in Korea," says Suh. "It is usually a square cloth of various sizes made out of silk, cotton or ramie. In Tom from Home, Suh uses bojagi as a metaphor to wrap and protect the memories of the women who suffered the horrors of war.

Cover: We Survivors, silk organza, printed image, cotton thread, 2014
The translucence of the silk organza boxes suggests the fragility of life and the fleetingness of the stories attached to those lives. Suh gives powerful validity to these women's stories and their suffering in her delicate and careful images. In addition to the work being a potent remembrance of torn past lives, it also brings an awareness that sexual slavery still goes on in our world today, and women's lives are still begin torn from their homes.

Born in Seoul, Suh is now a permanent resident of the United States and lives in Duluth, Minn. She is a professor in the Art and Design Department at the University of Minnesota and has exhibited in the United States, Canada, Russia and Switzerland.

For information on the artist, visit her website at: http://www.d.umn.edu/~esuh/
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